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1.. INTRODUCTION

The methods of calculOs find many applications

in the field of economics. in module we consider

one such application, price discrimination, an4 the

consumer surplus in a competitive market. In .the con-

° text of this example*We discuss the(ty.pical simplify

inassumptions which, must be made in order to use

the calculus. 1Ne then;develop the particular ideas

associated with these concepts. Further variations

?f these ideas, the,producer surplus and two-tier

price discrimination, are deVeloped in problems.--

You may wonderIThether the method of calculus

can actually provide numerical ans%iers for practical

economic problems. The,answer is usually no; the

-importance of applications of calculus to economics

such as those dioscussed hereis,their contribution to

the development of economic theory. Applications can

be illustrated with specific /numerical examples, as

we have,,but ,the- information needed td Construct' the

functidn's for a real situation is in general difficult,

if not impossible, to obtain: (The field of economet-

rics develops teChniqUes for elicitirig such inform- -

tion.) Consequently, the examples deyeloped'in this

module should be studied to gain insight into the

theoretical relationships in ecodbmicsandew the

glicuJus used in their developmept

2. APPROXIMATION'OP SURREY AND DEMAND

A fundaMental assumption usedwhenever the methods

of calculus are applieto economics is that the

functions of interest can be closely approximated

by continuous or, sometimes, differentiable functions.

Supply and.sdeMand-theory is.no exceptio.L

*

2.1 The Supply and Demand Functions.

.

Under appropriate assumptions economists tell .

.

us that in a.competitive marketithe price at v./M. ich.&

a good is sol1/41,isidetermined by two functions:'supp/y

and demand. The supply function associates witA any

quantity, q, of the good, a prVe which will be kuf;

ficient.to attract exactly that quantity 'o£ the godde

into the market, p S(q)..

. .rt is sometimes easierato think of a supply

function as quantity suppled at a givem price

q'= 3(p). In the latter form, we can think of
la

producer deciding how much.of alcommodity it would

be profitable for him to produce at the prevailing

market piice. We usually'assume that the higher the

price the larger the quantity supplied,,so that, the

function q =,3(p) will be increasing Thus it will

bean invertible function, so fhatewe.tan consider

-p = S(q), the inverse of the S function.

The 'demand function! associates with each quantity,

q, the price at which the marketwill'be just cleared

of that quantity, p = D(q):

Again', it may be easier to think of a demand

function in:terins of the quantity demanded at given

market price, q = U(p). , The interpretatAon in this

case is. that U(p) is the quantity which Consumers

will buy at the prevailing price p. Aethafid is nor-

mally assumed to be a decreasing function: the higher

the price, 'ihe less people will buy; Thus q ='1)-(pI

is also an invertible functionand we can jut as well

consider the inverse-function p = D(q).

2.2 Equilibrium Price and Quantity

,In terms of the supply and demand functions S(q)

and D(q), static analysi8 suggests that an equilibrium,,

price, p*, and quantity, q*, occur for the quantity

-2-
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I

awhich the price offered (demand) and the'arice asked

(aupplare equal: p* dD(q*) = S*). (Figure 1.)

4.

1

When Ne use a continuous function, We are implicitly
6

assuming that the jumps in these Tunctions are -small
6-

enough so that the continuous funcrtions:apPrIgXimat'e'

the discrete ones very cic7ie2y. (Figure 4.) only
.

then may we apply the tpols of calculus effectively.

P .

actual

Figure 1. Supply and demand equilibrium.

2.3 Continuous S and D Functions Are Approximations
-

The supply and demand curves are usually treated

as continuous .functions; Of course,hey are not,
A

ginte Armonetary units. axe not 'infinitely divisible.
'

Also some goods caponly be sold in discrete quantities.

COnsdquently, the supply and demand fdnctions must be
..

step functions Or discrete functions. (Figures 2 and 3.)

e

--S(q)

D(q)--

q.
Figure 2. Step. fenctio14.

p

:

S(q)

D(q)

A'
1

Figure 3.. Discrete functions,.

t

I
3'

Figure 4. Approxima4, tion of demand function.

continuou5
approximation

-

4

.

3: PRICE DISCRIMINATION AND CQNSUMER 'SURPLUS'

3:1 Perfect Price Discrimination

e
A firm, selling in the market will naturally try

to mAimize the feventie which it-'obtainsTrom selling
. .-

a given- quantity of a goad. Ideally, this might be
.

done by charging eachcongurder as much.,as)that consumerI.
.. is-Walling to pay for a good, rather ithan selling at 6,

wfuniform.priee. If' it were able to idantifY. 9a4,prites J
which consumers Would be willing to-pay and discriminale.

- 41 .
in tip prices offered' exactly, it would'achieve perfedt

price discrimination.

.
' Such discrimination would enable thefy,m to chargé

. ..
...

for each quantity,Aq, whith it brOught to the market
A

the price which consumers would be willing to pay for

1

.

4

..
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that-quantity; D(q). If we use the discrete form of

the demand curve, we see that theie is ,an initial

quantity, Aq, for which tht highest price will be

paidp0 = Then. there is an additional quaAtity,

Aqi, for which a slightly lower price will be paid, ''.

pl = D(q1).; a third litiantity, Aq2, for whicka yet

A
lower price, p

2
= b(q

2
) will be paid; and'so on, until '

the price, reaches the point at which tht firRis..no

longer willing to proadse (the supply tcurve). (Figure 5..) '

130

P2
p3

,

sell amount Aqi't pricq pi

revenue's the area of this

rectangle.
I r--,

t

I II

't
I

I I I

I

I

I I t ;

1 ,.. --, ...,

- ' cici Aqi 42 '43
1

, Figure 5.. Price iskrimination.
.; 44 r.

. _ . .
V -

3' `2 Valito IQ 'The Consumer . ..-

- ,
' . ';The amount

.

ofirevenuewhidh thefir0 takesiri

from tnese sales is piAqi =.12(gi)Aqi-for each of the

incremental amounts -Geometrically, these revenues
. ,

'calrbe'represented-by the areas' of the recthngles --' .-
. ,

bounded.abeire by"the actual demand fAction. Algebra-
.,1

iically, the total revenue is represented 'by the sum

of the areas ontheseitectanglesf

a
t.

.
'

.1 D(4:4Aq.
. -

,

'
.

' i=1 -1 - Y

4'

t

' where n is the number of increments necessary to reach -

ft
:,the point df Intbrsection,orthe supply and.demand curves.

ts--

10 s I

. 5

When 'we approximate tnedemand functionwitka
,-

continuous function, this total area is approximated
." .

by the area beneath the continuougiddpa r-.unction,

between the-quantities q = 0 mnd q =q*:

q*

/0 4)
1 m. 2 D(q.)Aq..

1 3.
-R( du -

n-*=, 1=1

Since'in a competitive market-firms cannot charge

different prices to different consuRers,:the amount

of revenue whi"ch could be obtained with perfect price
. -

Aiscriminatdon simply represents the maximum'that

consumers wound be willing to.pay. Understhe4usual

economic assumptions of retional behaviorthis should'

reprAent.the'iotal val,he of the gdod to the consumer.

Z.V

3.3 The Zonsumer Surplus
. .

- In a coppetitive market everyone gill pay the

saamer,price.for the good. That price will be the price

p* associated 'With the quantiety q*(whetedemand price

and supply price-are equal, DCA) = Thus 'the

total.paid by the consumer, ii*q*: can be represented
, .(

- graphically as the.area'of a rectangle and the

between this area and the area under the 'demand

curve.represents the surplus value to the 'consumers!
, 4.,

'beyond what tbey'paid---' the .aonsumer'Surp.lue. (Figure
.

6.) .- *4

consumer surplus

,

SW,

1111110,11,111111111

.

-

.1:0)

total revenue

Figure 6. Consumer Surplus t

0
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- Ifwe are given a supply function., S(q), and a

demand function, D(q), then the consumer surplus Will

be represented by the area between the,tWo function,

p= D(q) and p"= p*, on.the interval 0< q< q*.

. From the integral calculus we know that 'eds.:area

is the integral over the given interval of the dif-

ference of theSe two functions:

fq*(D(aY A p *) dq.c.s, =

4. EXAMPLES

4.1 :Example 1.

.,,Suppose the supply2Furve isiapproximaied by the

function p = S-(q) = --041-b-0u and the demand curve by

the functihn p = D(q) =:144 - -a- for 0 <,q<'72,000,
500

where p: is in dollars per unit and q is in units.

:What ate the equilibrium price and quantity and what'

is the consumer surplus?

.WezailcUlate the equilibrium quantity by setting

the sUppliNnd.demand !unctions equal and- solving

4
;

(q) =

'

1.500,000 44

,1

for

+ 18) (x - 16) =. 0
.

. x = 16, -18.

Since q and 'hence x must be.positi.ve,_16

relevant solution:J,
x = 16'

is the

,

q = 8000.
',.

Thus the equilibrium Wntity-is q* = .8000. We can
, -pliz,

solve, for the equilibriu price using either SW or

D(q) :'

p* = D(q*) = 144 -
' 8000

;

128.
SOO

lk

The, consumer surplUs is the area between 11,e

'curves p = D(q) = 144 - --q-- and p'.= p* = 128 on.the
SOO

interval 0 < q < q*'=18000:

Titl,i4.6 '.. :14 4 °)., ..
,1 , ;, 44,- :

5. Q'
Let.X...-.q s011ibat x2 ...TO-Iwo:and
lkii. . -....... ' , -

beconles"4 '11%.- "% .4 '- ...;

..:,,,,. ::. <,. !,k e '' A.
,

r , 727.+- ri - 144 - =', 0
44

,

X 2 4 2 2 8 8 . = .=.

our eguktion-

-1-i::-.

. -,.,...

8000
(144

500
128) dq

0

f8000

JO:
(16 g

0
) dq

16q
1020

8400

1

.

= '128,000-- 64,000 = -64,600.

Thus $64,000 is the surplus va]ue.,which

to tVconsumerfrnm the competitive market,.With

equilibrium pr = $118, q*'= 80b0. '

4.2';Example.2

accrues

.

P,

a'-` ,

Suppose that the. demand!',nutire is approximated by
.

:D(q):. =;::.(q' 20)-2 for 0 20 and /the supply
- .

curve; is (Pproximated4y,p= 5..(q) = q2 for 0 < q .20,
.

,;.-wtere p is measured' in Olkars per:-Ilni+ and q is

,

s..A. 3



a

measured in 10K000's Of units. What are the equilibrium,.
A,

price and quantity and what is the consumer surplus?

We calculate the equilibriuM quantity by setting

supply and demand prices.equal:'

q2 ='(q - 20)2

q2 * q2 40q + 400

40q = 400

q=.10.

The corresponding price is S(16) = 102 = 100.

The consumer surplus willbe the area between

the demand curve- and the equilibrium price:,

4

6

lo 0
12

q 20) - 100 dq

(10(_2q iAciq + 400 - 100') dq
0

41" 110.2 40q +.500) dq
1,./P-'

= - 200 + 300T° 4000
1333 1/3

r ' 0

However, the prices used were measured in dollars

per unit and the,:q4antity in 100,000's of units. The

easiest-wayto orrect this 'is to multiply the prices

by 100,000, Sp they can be constdered as prices in

dollars per 100,000!s of units.. The effect .Of_this is

simply to multiply the integrand-by 100,000 and

consequently, the correct answer forflhe consumer surplus
-

is given bjr
10

. ". f 100,000 [(q 20)2 - 100] dq

10
= 100,000 f' [(q - 20) 2 - 100] dq

0

= 100,000 (1333 1/3)

=,$133,333,333:33.

4

411.
.1

q

4.3 Example 3
,

1

Suppose that the demand function is given by '

p = D(q) =,(1 q)3.+ 3$' for 0 < q.< 4 and the supply

,function by p = S(q) = 3q2, where p is measured in

dollars,:per unitand q is measured in 1000's of units,.

What are the equilibrium price and-quantity and what

is the consumer surplus?. .
Again,we find the equil ibrium LI setting supply

and demand ;eqUal:

= (1 - q)3. + 35

3q2 =.1 - 3q + 3q2 - q3 +35

+ 3q - 36 = 0 1-

(q2 + 3q 12) (q = 0

.. .
,.. 3±,9 -718

. 2
, 3; so qt5I= )3

e

. . .

is_the 6nly.real,root. Then p* = S(3) = 3(3)2 =-$27.

The consumer-surplus is the area between the

demand function and the lirie.p7= 27 on the interval.

< q < 3:

`f

3
(il -

0
+ 35 - 27] dq

3 -

f(G. - q)3 + 8) dq
0

j3

.(9 - 3q +,3q2 - q3) 'dq
0

81
4

13
+

0

Again, our units area incorrect since price is

Aoigiven in dollars per unit while q it in 1000's of units.

I

9
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C
. ,

This'is corrected by changing'all price functions by a

fac.tor of 1000 to convert the units to dollars per 1000 '.

s , units. ThiS'fniroduces a faCtor of 1000 into the
*,, .. r - '4
J integral, .so-the consumer surplus ,is .

. -

81,-
c.s. .-- -7--fiuA00) =.$20,250.

,

5. A ThEORETICAL,REMARK

One of theinterestihisp.,ects'of this particular

application of the calculus is that the actual functions

we are concerned with are ofa discrete nature -- they

jump from value to value -: and the approxXmation

. is continuous.. Thus when we:apply the. integral, to

calculate the consumer turplus, the actual answer is

the summation of the areas of rectangles;
,

D(qk)Aqk'k=1

whe ac the integral_ is _the...approximation-- -- However;

inition of the integral asthe de

fb n
D(q) dq ='

k
D(q*) Aq

k
114-.) k=1

Acik+'

411s ushat if the jumps Aqi,tare Small enough and

i, the dumber of rectangles, n, islirge,_thed the

integral will good apprOximatin to the sum.

We are ni'ng this tool in a manner -rel:rere.to the

more usual applications. This idea is characteristic'

of applicatfoins of calculus to economics.

,

6. 'EXERCISES

K.

For, Exercises L -,0 find'fha_equilibrium price ,

and quanntit5 and the .consumer Surplus for the given

supply and demand functions. Assume,Price is in,

dollars per unit and quantity is in units, unless

otherwise state4.0

(1)

(2)

S(q) D(q) = 4
5000' 5 s

S(q) = 776u,` D(q,) = 10

S(q) = Zq, D(q) = 6-- gq, where q-is in f000's

of units. A

S(q) = 14 + q, D(q) = (6 - q)2, fdi-

and q in_10,000s of units.

(q)= D(q) =fl. : a-
4

for 0 <
100

S(q) = 3q2, D(q) = (1 - q)3 + 3, for

s.

0 <

q;<

0<

q < 6

1100.

q< 2
and ..1 in' 1000's. of units. 1 ..

.

.

(7) S(q) = 6q2, D(q) = (2 - q)NAP3 + 24, for 0 < q < 3

and q in 100's of units.

(8) S(4) Mq) = 25

(9) S(q) = 3fq - 1)3"+ 3, D(q) = 12 - 9q2, where

is in 10,000's of units.

7. IPRODUCER--SORPLUS

7.1 Problem

Make an argument; si artothat of Section'3

above,- that the.area under the suppli7atve flor

0 < cr< q* represents the value or cost.to the pro-.

ducers Of the goods sold on the market. Continue

by showing that the area below the equilibrium pri.Ce

p.= p*; an4,4aboVe the,supPlycurve. p = S(q)

on 0 < q < q* isthe surplus value which accrues to

the producers id a compet:itivemarket,-the'hroducer's ,

urplue, Sketch a graph illustrating this concept,

si 'iar to the graph in Figure 6. ,Give an integral'

form a for the producer surplus similar to the

formula Or consumer surplusat the end of SectiOn

7.2 Exerci es 10 "- 18

Calculate the producer's surplus, as defined

above, for each, of the Exercises 1 - 9 in Section

-; ?;

17
12



8. THE EFFECT OF, THE ELASTICITIES OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND

1
. 8.1 Linear Supply and, Demand Curves

,

A Supply and.demand curves are often approximated
'.: by linear functions as in Exercises 1, 2, and 3 in

Section 6! A'general form for A supply and demand
situation with linear functions would be this:

1

D(4)" = A - Bq

S(q) =cq

where A, B, and C are all positive constants.

t\

8.2 Elasticities, of. Supply and Demand

The quantity (1/8)(p/g)'is the elasticity of demand
for D(q). The larger this number igl the smaller B is

AIfor a particular point (p,q) and consequently the demand
_curve is relatively flat. This means that small .changes
in the price aredcssociated with large changes in'the
quantity demanded. The quantity demanded'is sensitive--

highly elastic--to changes i i price. On the other hand
if the elastiCity is sma14,1b B, is large, then. a large

change in price will be associated with" small change
in demand. The quantity demanded in insensitive--

ch'anges in price.

'Similarly the quantity (1/C)(p/q) is the elasticity,'

of supgry for S(q)'. If this elaSticitys large, then a

small change in-price is associated-with a large-change;

in the quantity supplied, whereas if the elasticity.is

-small, a largeC:hange in, price is associated with a
small change in supply;

13

8.3 Problem
,

Find the equilibrium quantity and pricein terms
of the constants A, B, C Tor.the.general linlar Supply.
and demand situation given above. Find the consumef's
surplus and the producer's surplus- in'terms of these..
constants. Calculate the ratio of tire0consuMer'4 surplus
to the producer's surplus. and commenten how this
associated with the elasticities of demand and supply.

9. TWO-TIER PRICE DISCRIMINATKIN AND MLIMUM REVENUE4

9.1 Two-tier. Price Discrimination

Although perfect price dcsarcmiAa,tibn's described
in Section 3 is impossible, a monopolist °seller or a- -

group of cooperatingqselfers,mayjte.able to do some
price discrimination% Thiscan'occuit for example,
when a:producer-markets 'a product under a brand name
and also, usually under a housb name, in discount -

stores.' This pFactice discriminates.lietWeen ghoppers
who are induced by a'dvhtising to tiuy the "better"
brand name and Shoppers who'look for, the bargain goods.
Of course, this is an oversimplified description of
the situation.- Nevertheless, price discrimination

4
N

does occur-in varyIng degrees in a number of situations
due-to imperfect information about'She market and
other factors.

_ `The most -simple form of price.discrimination

would be two'-tier price discrimination where the seller
or cooperating 'group of'sellerg charge two-prices.... 0 ,

Perfect two-tier price discrimination Would occur '"

when all those willing to pay th'e higher priCe, p
do. This occurs foTthe quantik q1, where the linet.

p = pl'intersect the demand curve'p = D(q). If'We'
:assumethat the othe'r pfice whicth the sellers charge
is' the cbmpetitive equilibrium price'p* derived

114
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earlier, then_ the.-total

poi + °p* (q* crp . ' (Seg
revenue tothe seller is ,

Figure 7.)

revenue from, higher price

S(q)

e.

D(q)

revenue from lower prjce

to

q
. q

Figure 7. Two-tier price disCriminatlon.

N.9.2 Problem: Maximizing of Revenue

Under two:tier price dc.iscriminationl how should

the seller choose p1 so d's to maximize, total revenue ?..

`What, kind-of assumption (stronger tlan'the assumptions
.

needed to derive the consumer surplus) about 'the sal5ply

And/or demand functioAs is ,needed

the CalCului to this prOlet?

9.3 Exercises

For each of the following sum), and demand

functions, fibalthe price l and quant ty q 1 h.1Whie
. . .

maximize tataTi0eAue under two-tier. price cfiscr#ination.

(19) SUpply_ali4- demand, as tin; Exer4se 1.Y

(20) S and D ,as in Exerois'e 2: ;

--(fly S and D.as'in Exercise 3:

(22) ,S a's, i'll'Ap'eer4Se 5. -'.

(23) D as in Exercise .6.

: (24 'S anct D as in.Exeicise ,

(25) S and It

(26): .S and Da:in`.gxexcise

in 'oraer to apply

1

ft

s

1. '''(d)

10. 1410DELEXAM .

. . - ..,
Sketch the graphs of a typical supply function,.

S(q), and a typiCal demand function,, D(q) ,

with price as a function of quantity.

(b) On your 'graph, indicate the equilibrium

quantity, q*, and price, p*:

(c) Olvour, graph, s ade the region whose area

(I

is th"6 consumer's surplus.

S(q) = and D(q) = 6 --q-250"

Find:the equilibrium quantity and price,

q* and p*.

(b) --Calculate the consumer's surplus:

(c) Calculate the -producer's surplus.

2.* Let

. (a)

3. Let S(q) = /j and D(q) = 6 - q, where q

10(01 s of units.

(a)

is in

Find the 2quillbridm quantity and price,

(:1* and p*.

(L) Caicula ty the consuaer.' si surplus .

(c) Calculate the- propcer's

Let S(q) = q and e(q) = 12

(a) Find the elpilibrium quantity-ands price;

..q* and p*i .--

,
:.ikssume that in two=tier,price

.
discrimination,

=, one price will be. p*. Find the tigher'pl'ice,

pl, which- maximizes total revenues.-

21.

"
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fl. SPECIAL ASSISTANCE SUPPLEMENT'

Discu"ssion of problems:

Problem 7.1: If consumers could collectively
, .

.z.,discriminat'e against the producers, then they would

purchase each additional parcel of the commodity,

""Aq:; at,just the price for which the producers would

be willing,to-supply it, S(qi). The total revenue
would be the sum of the ambuntslreceived for these
parcels,

o

r a(q) dq.S(q.)Aq. =
0

This value orthe goods sold to the-producers is

represented graphically by the area under the supply
curve. Hdbiever, the producers actually receive as

4` revenue the amount corresponding to-the rectangular!

area under the equilibrium price lihe: Consequently,
' the dlfference is the producer's surplus value,
(See Figuile '8.) This is given by,the following

integral formula.

q.

Jo (p *' - S(q))-+lq,

a

:
producer

surplus

1111111

11i111111111111111111111111

s(q)

q;

Figure 8., Producer surplus.

a.
D(q)

value to producers
q

7

-

Problem Ws: S(q)
/

Cq and D(q) = A - Bq, sowe
Asolve Cq = A - Bq to get q* . From S(q*) we

get'p* = AC.-7i.c-

.'' The consumer's surplus-is then given by
A

C.S. ...I Pt-Bq-'il-f)dq = B(-*f2
B---77

A

LSB-0C)2.. 0-

and the producer's surplus by
A

17177

(11AC--7177 Cq)dq =.C[2(B &
+
!'
C)2

)
P.S. =

10

Comparing these we have the following formulation:'

= B/C Elasticity of Supply
Elasticity_of Demand

Consequently, the ldrger'the elasticity of supply is

relative to, the elasticity of demand, the greater. -phe

portion of the surplus value which accrues to the
- consumers'is. This will happen ilju'oducers are more

sensitive to price changes than the consumers are.

Problem 9.2: The prodUcei should choose grand

pi 'to maximize theAmantity
piqi + p *(,q* q1) =

p*) + p*q*...'But the discrimislatory price,

pi-, and quantity,'qi, are related by pl.= D(qi), so_
the quanti4y to be- maximited can be written as

f (q1) -91(p(q].) *)
Pq*, 0 <

ql
<

q*

this can be maximized by the usual methods of differ-

entidl calculus -- find the critical points where

f0(q1) = 0 and check these and the endpoints, 0 and
.q*, for themaximum,value. Geometrically, it is' clear

that the.maximumMill always be interior; Awe may.
amit,shecking the endpoints. In order to apply this
technique, the demand fuution, D(q), must be

r'
- differentiable. It is usually reasonable, to approxamate

the actual discrete demand functien with .a differentiable.
17 function, D(q).

23 18
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12. SOLUTIONS TO EXERCISES

1. S(q) 50q00,;D(g) = 4

302 4 35000 q* 15000' p* S(q *) ='S'

15000 15000
C.S. = J (1)(q) P*)dg =f (4 - -shu 3)dg = $7500.

1
0 0,

. .

100,

5.. S(q)

14

= /, D(g)

= 11

=

*

'

11

q =,121

1:.-

6.< g < 1100.

' 22o q
2

- 100.+ ITIF..

act,

100T
.i.
, o.

Let x.- 110 so x2 -al- and this becomes
1002-

ox2 ,122x + 121 = 0 *(x - 121) (x - = 0 * x = 1,i21

q-?! 7.- 100, 12100, so q* = 100, p* = S(q *). = 10.. 4
2. S(g)\- D(q) = 10 3D00' C.S. = f -(11 -2,- 100 10)dq = $50.

74-6- 10 30 q* = 27000. p* = S(q *) = 1.
J. .

27000
C.S. = (10 3000 1)dq 7 .$121,500 .

Lt
0 4'

...

3. S(q) = 3q, D(4) = - 3q, q in 1000's. . ,
.

3g ,= 6 - '.3q = 1, p* = 5(q*) = 3.

C.S. = 1000
1

(64,-__ 3g 3)dq = $1500.
0

4: S(q) =441- 9, D(q) = (6 - g)2, < q < 6, lib lotoov's

14+g

q*

= (fr.. q) - 13q + 22 = 0 .(g 11 (q 2) = 0.

= 2. p* = 5(q*) = 16.

2

C.S. = 10000 I ((6 - g)2 - 16)dq = $186,667.'
0

-24

.6. S(q) D(q) g)3 + 3, 0 < q < g,44/1 1000's

3q
".t

= (1 - g)3 q3 + 3g - 4 = 0

_1)(q2+ +4) 0 03. = 1 ; ..2

The 14tt4r roots are imaginary-, so
= 1. p* = 5(q*) = 3.

'
C.S. = 1000

J
((1 - q) - 3)dg $250.

C.

7. S(q) = 6q2, D(q) = (2 q)3-+ 24, 0 t q < 3, 4 in 100(s

4::

4

6q2 = (2 - 0.3 + 24 *

(g - 27(g2 + 2g +16)_-=-0:-'*,

= 2 and p* '= S(q*)

C. S = --10P

19



'328. S-(4)! 8008 000,'DW 25 200'

4

=-2S 2q--0, letting x =.

3x2 +.2Ox'- 500 = 0 (3x + 50)(x -,,10) =p ..-
C. _ .

Hoop -x =. 10; -50/3 q = 2000, , so .....,.
, - -,-;,--:.

q 2000. 13* = D(q*) =. 15. ' -,-
2000

C.S. = f 22.,0 15)dq = $10,000... -i(25n .

, -S(q) = 3-(q.:- 1)3 ± 3, D(q) 4 12 :992-, q in 10,000's
..-.

.
(9 - 1)3.4-3 = 12-: 9q2" '''3q3 + 9q - 12 = 0 .--

i wt
......,

, cow,'
23(9 - 1),),q2 q.+-4)'= 0 = 1, .

.
k'so

-q: ._= 1: -p* °-D(q *)' =

C.S.-= 10000 J. (12 -
-1 0

:

- q)-clq = $60-,000..

, ID.: - S(q) 'SA0!-11.(q).- 4 15, 0
and om it 1 ; q** 15000; p* =

.

12. S(q) = 4,9,D(q) = - 3q, q .in ,*1000's-

and-from 3, q* = 1, p* = 3.

1 . -

P.S. **=- I (3 - 3q)dq $15002
Q

5.1

4

S(q) = 14 D(q) = (6- q)2 q in 10000.i
and f;'Orn #4, q*- = 2 p* = 16..

'2

PS. = 10000 I (16 - (14 + q))(19--==- $20,000

,

14. S (q). = , -D(9) = 11 - 10
and f.rom% q* 100, fp* = 1p.

100

= .3.

. .4

.
'--rk,

i.

P.S. =
J

(10

S(q) .= 3q2, t(q)

and from #6,

'--
P.S. -=,1000

- = $333.33

=1(1 -= 9)3 + 3,
q* = 1, =

1

I (3 - 3q2)dq = $2000
0

111#4r

q in 1000's

,4 44*' 15000'. 7!'- '

+*
1.

S(q)--= 6q2, D(q-) '-'.. (2, - q)3. 24,t el.4in. 100!.Z1= J (i* -,S(q):14 '= J *.(3.- '=-q-)dq =4
. 522,566.

and from q* = p* =,-

S(q) zi000t .6(q) 10 =". 3000-
1

.., #7, 2, 24.

and from 2,-;- q* 270-0.0, cp*. =

27600

$13soo.
.

2

P.S. ='100 I (24 - 6q2)dq = $3200.

30 = 2517: ,-,.-"7"11. -80.0000' 200'
idd from #8,' 4*. 20.00 =p* 15.'

2000
aPoS. (1s\' To-b-S-0-5.3 )dq = $20,000

0

,7



18. S(q) = 3(q -
and from, #9,

1)3 + 3, D(q)° = 12 - 9e, q in 10,000's
q* = 1, p* 3.

1

P.S. = 10000 f f3 - (3(q - 1)3 + 3fldq = $7500.
0

19. S(q) = 5000 -' 9(0 =
and from #1, q* = 15000, p* = 3. Maximize

,
f(q1) = q1 L(4 - rs-61675-) 3) + 45000 `,on 0 < q

1
<15000

2q1.
_

f'(q1) 1 15000 0 if q1 = 7500.

q1 = 7500 and p1 = D(q].) =

S(q) , .D(q),F 10
13000

and frork#2, q* 27000, p*--.= 1. Maximize
91f(q1) = 41(10 1] + 27000..

q1
fi(A1) 9 1500 0 if 13500.

, .

Thus, qi = 13500 and pl = D(:si) =

-21. S(q) °= 3q, D(q) = 6 3q, q °in 1000.'s

and from4S., q* = '1, -p*.= 3. 'Maximize

(41) = 41(6 - 341 - 3)

f `11.

'. Thus, qi h an'a = 6(ql) = $4.50.'

'22. S(q) R(q) = 11, 120
-' ' .,. t

,, and fiont-li 5 , 0 -,..= "A00, p*,=; VT. .-Maximize

'''''-'4C9r. '47' '91:
(11_-

Tiro- : + 1000.. .:

- 101 ...... _ .....

_ 9 - -f'(qi) "jol -- 0: = 0 if qi = 50, .
Thns,:qi = 50 and, p = D(q--31:0=.,$10.50."

*
423

S(q) = 3q2 D(q) = (1 - q)3 + 3.
and from #6, q* = 1, p*. = 3. Maximize

fCq1) q1)3 + 3 31 + 3.
f'(qi) = (1 - q)3 = 3q1(1 - q1)2

= (1 - q1)2(1 - 4q1) = 0 if q1 = 1/4,

Thus, :11.,= 1/4 and p1 D(q1) = $3.42.

24. S(q) = 6q2, D(q) = (2 - '4)3 + 24

and from #7, q* = 2, p* = 24: Makimize

f(ql) = q1((2 - qi)3 + 24 - 24) + 48.
f1 (q].) = (2 - q1) 3 - 3q1(2.- q1)20 .

= (2 q1)2(2 - 4q1) = 0 if 41 = 2.

Thus, q1 = and p1 = D(qi) = $27.38.

8011010.!-9(q) 25 -
20

25. S(q) =

and from #8, q* = 2000, p*"= 15.
q1f(q1) = 41(25 -.200 .15) ,30000.

qlf ' = 1Q - 'pro- 0 if ql = 1000%.

Thus, q1 = 1000 and p1 = D(qi) $20.

Maximize

26. S(q) = 3(q - 1)3 +. 3, D(q) = 42 - 9q2
.°- and from #9, q* = 1, p* = 3. Maximize"

f(q1)-= qi(12 - 9q12 - 3:-
..:

-ft (q,) = 9
4

27q,2 = 0 if qi /TM.s

Thus', qi = ATE and p1 ='D(qi) 4"- $9.

2 9
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13. SOLUTIONS FOR THE MODEL EXAM

1. See Figure 6.

S(q) D(q) =to
250

4(a) = 6 - 2-h- q* = 1000, p* = S(q*4 2.

1000

(6 - -g- - 2)dq = $2000250
0

'1000

(c)',P.S. = (2 sh)dq = $1000:

0

(b) C.S.

3. S(q) = T, D(q) = 6 - q, q in 1000's.

(a) Y =6 -.q q = 36 -.12q+q2. q2 13q + 36 = 0

(q 4.)(q - 9) =, 0 q = 4 or 9,

so ci*, = p*...=.S(q*).= 2. .

(b)

4

C.S. = 1000 I (6 - q - 2)dq

0

4 -1. ,

f= $2606.67.

0

4.. .S(q = q, D(q) = 12 - q2.
fi

=
('a) q = q2 +:q - 12 -= 0 (q +14) (q 3) = '0

q = 3, so q* = 3 and p* S(q*)....c. 5".

(b) MaximiZel''f(q
1
) = q1(12 - ,q12 - 3) +

1

P.S..= 1000

ftlq ) ="9 - 3q 2 = 0 if q ±)/-3. so

q = a and p D(q1 = 49.

25
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